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DW2021 —
CONCEPT
BASE is launching a huge
collective call to the
new generations and
universities in Italy and
abroad to come up with
new ways of living,
through design.
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FROM VENTURA FUTURE
TO DW2021
Building on the experience
embarked upon in 2019
with Venture Future, BASE
is set to become a landing
place for research and
experimentation once
again, with projects that
venture beyond design, and
beyond Design Week.
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A FACTORY FOR IDEAS
AND NEW CONNECTIONS
BASE Milano is a project for
cultural cross-pollination between
the arts, enterprises, technology
and social innovation.
Established in 2016 in the exAnsaldo former industrial complex,
the project is manifested today in a
12,000m2 space dedicated to
exhibitions, performances,
workshops and conferences, with a
large study lounge and artists’
residence.
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AN OBSERVATORY OF NEW
TRENDS AND NEW FORM
OF DESIGN

BASE involvement in Design Week has
seen it undertaking an exploratory path:
from the Nomadic design exhibition in
2017, to 2018’s Trouble Making. Who's
Making the City?
Right through to 2019, when Future and
Learning officially became the
watchwords of the Design Week, with its
wealth of experimentation and
innovation, kicking off from the
partnership with Ventura Projects and
“UN-learn/RE-learn”, an exhibition
crafted with Italo Rota, Cittadellarte –
Fondazione Pistoletto and Stefano Mirti
with Super, envisioning new forms of
future learning.
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FACTS AND FIGURES
FROM BASE DESIGN
WEEK 2019 90,000 visitors

26,000 tickets sold
8000 m2 dedicated to
design
+250 press pieces
+1000 journalists
+15,000 magazines
distributed

DESIGN AS A TRIGGER
FOR CONVERSATION
A TOOL FOR REDESIGNING
COHABITATION
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THE UPCOMING EDITION
Fuelled by the desire to envision a new future,
BASE is looking to the next Fuorisalone, opting to
explore some of the most pressing issues by
embracing the concept of anthropological
design, from identity building to patterns of social
behaviour.
It is now more important than ever to view design
as a tool of cooperation and joint construction
which enables us to reconceive society as a
collective creative project in which centres of
learning have a vital role.
Design has moved closer to art, social sciences,
sociology and, to an even greater extent,
anthropology.
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THE APPROACH

From a week to a year-long project. BASE has
decided to recast Design Week as a longer
journey. We Will Design will unfold throughout
the year - bringing in guests and any exhibitors
interested - and will culminate during Design
Week, one of the greatest moments of creative
expression on the international stage in Milan;
Joint design. Ample room will be given over to the
display and development of a series of sitespecific four-handed projects, developed
together;
Tr a n s e c t o r i a l . BAS E w i l l i nvo l ve d e s i g n
universities as well as a range of crossdisciplinary learning experiences so as to offer a
vision that blends architecture, urban design,
social design, relational design, public design as
well as graphic design and the art world.
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WHO IS
IT FOR

BASE Design Week 2021 is turning its gaze
towards experimental thinking and learning
ecosystems where future is built.
Focusing on universities, academies and nonformal education projects* to gather
innovative solutions that address the inevitable
phase of worldwide re-examination currently
underway.
The call is also directed to emerging designers
and brands who are keen to show their
resolutely future-proof projects.
Businesses and brands interested in exhibition
spaces or in collaborating with universities,
please email design@base.milano.it
* From design to digital art, architecture, and graphic design,
right through sociology and anthropology.
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TYPES OF
COLLABORATION
EXHIBITION Universities/Education
projects/Emerging brands and designers
COLLABORATIVE PROJECT
Universities/Education projects
TEMPORARY HOME Emerging
brands and designers
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TYPES OF
COLLABORATION:
EXHIBITION
BASE calls upon Academies and Universities
worldwide to exhibit during Design Week 2021
in continuity with Ventura Future.
The aim is to create a university hub that
gathers a myriad of future visions and provides
the opportunity to display research and
projects carried out with the students
throughout the year.
The spaces dedicated to the Universities are B/C/D (see
Venue form)
Participation is subject to a fee for the venue space and
communications.
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TYPES OF
COLLABORATION:
COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS
For education centres looking for new
challenges. As well as offering the opportunity
to exhibit, BASE provides universities with the
chance to co-create the project destined to
land at Design Week and to be developed over
the course of the academic year.
BASE will be on hand to collaborate in the joint
creation of gatherings, talks, residencies and
workshops with the students (both digital and
otherwise).
The spaces dedicated to the Universities are B/C/D (see
Venue form)
Participation is subject to a fee for the venue space and
communications.
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TYPES OF
COLLABORATION:
TEMPORARY HOME
Showcase space, 10 rooms offering a vision of
10 future-proof scenarios. Dedicated to
emerging brands and designers who are eager
to travel through time and conjure up a vision
of possible futures within casaBASE, a unique
residence which serves as home, workshop and
exhibition space throughout the Design Week
period.
casaBASE’s 10 rooms will be dedicated to the Temporary
Homes (see Venue form). Participation is subject to a fee for
the space, accommodation and communications.
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COSTS

ROUGH COSTS FOR EXHIBITION/
COLLABORATIVE PROJECT (max 10 days
including set-up and dismantling)
Costs and surface areas should be
considered approximate, for the whole
week, and defined in relation to previous
editions.

ROUGH COSTS FOR TEMPORARY HOME
(10 day period including set-up and
dismantling)
Costs should be considered approximate,
applicable for up to 10 days and no fewer
than 7 days, and defined in relation to
previous editions.

10 m2 > €2560 + VAT + €1000 deposit

Room with shared bathroom €1500 + VAT
+ €500 deposit

20 m2 > €3840 + VAT + €1000 deposit
50 m2 > €6960 + VAT + €1000 deposit
Please state any different surface area
requirements you may have on the form.

Room with en suite bathroom €2000 + VAT
+ €500 deposit
Living room €2500 + VAT + €500 deposit
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WHAT DOES TAKING
PART INVOLVE?
• Hire of exhibition space for Design Week 2021;
• Technical assistance - and design assistance

for collaborative projects - from BASE team
throughout the collaboration period;

• In the event that entry remains ticketed (as in
the 2019 edition), exhibitors will be provided
with complimentary tickets. Ticketing is an
option still under review.

• Communication plan and visibility

A couple of numbers: Instagram +42k /
Facebook +79k
(next slide for details)
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COMMUNICATION
PLAN AND VISIBILITY

Newsletter dedicated to Design Week 2021 with mention of designers
and link to news item on website
Inclusion in dedicated news item for Design Week 2021, featured on
home page from 2 weeks prior to the event;
1 dedicated Story during launch period and 1 dedicated Story during
live storytelling for Design Week (with your channels tagged)
Tags on collective Facebook and Instagram posts dedicated to Design
Week at BASE and the results of the Call;
Exhibitors featured in dedicated boxes in BASE print magazine
(number of characters and use of image to be defined);
Mention during Press Conference in Milan;
Inclusion in We Will Design digital press pack, sent out by BASE press
office at the Press Conference, the press preview for the opening of
the Design Week and at the various launch events (dates and
deadlines to be defined)
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HOW TO APPLY
To send your application, go
to www.base.milano.it/designweek2021/
To complete and send your application you will
need to provide the following info:
• Your contact details;
• Details of your project, including the names
of designers and/or universities involved;
• Images/sketches of the project or of most
recent work on it;
• Description and size of space required (if
already known);
• Estimate of available budget in order to help
us identify the most suitable space in the
event that your application is successful.
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DEADLINES
The call will remain open from 6.30pm on 7
October until 12 Midnight on 4 December
2020.
After a careful process of assessment and
selection, BASE will provide applicants with
feedback by 18 December 2020.
The selection process will be carried out by
a dedicated team within the BASE staff.
BASE reserves the right to launch further,
more specific calls in accordance with
unfolding events throughout the year and
the Covid19 situation.
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CONTACTS
You haven’t recognize yourself in the call but
you still want to propose us your brand or
project as an exhibitor. Or, for any
information, please email
design@base.milano.it
BASE Milano www.base.milano.it
Follow us on Facebook, Instagram and sign up
for our newsletter
BASE Milano Press Office
Ddl studio, basepress@ddlstudio.net

LOOKING FORWARD
TO TRAVEL INTO THE
FUTURE WITH YOU

